SAMGrid submission site upgrade instructions.

1) Upgrade jim_client to v2_1_53 : upd install jim_client v2_1_53 -G-c

2) ups tailor jim_client
   1) a) Agree on all defaults/or values specific to your setup + include myproxy choice.
   2) It will take some time to finish tailoring as new vdt installation is been transfered.
      Please follow the message and be patient until done.

3) setup jim_client
4) sam_gsi_read_config.
   Make sure that you have SAM_GSI_JIM_CLIENT_CERT_DIR variable set. Other wise , please do ups tailor sam_gsi_config specifically including jim_client setup.

5) grid-proxy-init , store_myproxy

6) add lcg_requirement_string to the SAMGrid MC jdl
   essentially the value of the lcg_requirement_string can be LCG CE name or valid LCG broker requirement string.

7) The LCG infrastructure is handled by ccin2p3-grid1 station. Please set the station name in the JDL to ccin2p3-grid1.

8) Available sites are : Lancaster , IC , Clermont ferrand , Prague , Nikhef , Wuppertal ( lots of batch system blackholes , poor sibmission efficiency).